
  THE HOME BUYERS
Guidebook



INTRODUCTION
Whether you are selling or buying a home, you must have so many questions and concerns.  

For example:

 •  What is the value of our home?

 •  How much should we sell our home for?  

 •  How do we obtain financing? 

 • How much can we afford to spend on a house? 

 •  Should I use a realtor? 

 •  Should I hire an attorney to help me through the process?

These are important and complex questions. Buying the right home may be the biggest investment most people will make for their 

family, or selling your home and reaping the return on that investment, can be one of the most stressful life events.  Where do you 

start to get your answers? Hopefully, reading through this guide will be a perfect start.
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REAL ESTATE MARKET TRENDS
When it comes to buying or selling your home, it is helpful to have some idea of how many homes are on the market and what they 

are selling for 2018 so you can price your home right to sell quicker or ensure you are paying a fair price for the home you hope to 

buy.  Here are the fourth quarter statistics and trends as reported by the Hudson Gateway Association of Realtors (HGMLS), for Orange 

County, New York.

Quarter 2018 New Listings Single-Family Homes Condo’s Co-ops

Q1 1,142 122 4

Q2 1,793 199 10

Q3 1,518 182 4

Q4 944 133 4

Single-Family Homes Condo’s Co-ops

Q1 773 94 3

Q2 955 112 0

Q3 1,074 143 9

Q4 1,030 137 2
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Quarter 2018 Median Sales 

Price (half of sales sold for 

more and half sold for less)

Single-Family Homes Condo’s Co-ops

Q1 $240,000 $152,750 $70,000

Q2 $250,375 $166,750 ---

Q3 $275,000 $185,000 $49,900

Q4 $257,500 $184,900 $69,000

Quarter 2018 Average Sales 

Price for all closed sales

Single-Family Homes Condo’s Co-ops

Q1 $260,042 $160,899 $83,333

Q2 $274,619 $178,417 ---

Q3 $303,831 $194,049 $64,869

Q4 $276,492 $209,187 $69,000

HOW MUCH HOME CAN YOU AFFORD?
So you decided it is time to stop renting and you are ready to buy a home (existing, new construction, townhome, and condo) and gain equity. 

Now what?  How much can you afford to spend to purchase a home? 

Many mortgage lenders rely on a few rules of home affordability called qualification ratios.

One such rule is that your mortgage payment should not exceed 28 percent of your gross monthly income.  Your gross income is the amount 

before taxes are taken out.  This amount should be combined by both spouses if you are jointly purchasing a home and both incomes are being 

counted on your mortgage.

Another rule often used is the rule of 32.  Your total housing payments, which include your mortgage, your property taxes, homeowner’s 

insurance, private mortgage insurance (PMI) (if you don’t put 20% down you will be asked to pay this fee), should not exceed 32 % of your 

combined gross income.

Yet another rule often used is the rule of 40.  This rule applies to your total debt payments which include your mortgage, property taxes, utilities, 

car/vehicle payments, student loans, credit card debt, loans, etc. should not exceed 40% of your combined monthly gross income.

These rules are used as reference points and you should speak with a qualified bank or lending institution to review your income and expenses in 

order to best determine the amount of home you can afford to have a mortgage that you are comfortable paying for 20-30 years.



HOME BUYING/SELLING TERMINOLOGY

Amortization A gradual reduction of debt over the term of your loan

Annual Percentage Rate APR is the yearly cost of a mortgage which includes the interest and 

other fees

Appraisal A written estimate of your property’s current market value

Attorney An attorney is hired to assist with issues that arise with the purchase 

or sale of a home.  Buying a home is often the largest investment one 

will make and attorneys advise clients on all things that should be 

considered to ensure a smooth closing.

Closing Costs All the costs associated with the settlement of the purchase/sale of your 

property/home including the title insurance, appraisal fees, processing 

fees, survey, PMI, and more

Credit Score Your credit score is a number that is used to predict how likely you are 

to pay a loan back on time.  You should check your credit score often.

Deed The deed is the legal document that transfers title or ownership of the 

home/property from one owner to another

Down Payment A down payment refers to the amount of money you pay up front and 

is not included in the amount you are borrowing

Equity The difference between your loan amount and the actual market value 

of your home

Escrow A bond, deed, or other document kept in the custody of a third-party 

and taking effect only when a specified condition has been fulfilled

Good Faith Estimate An estimate, from the banker/lender of the closing costs the borrower 

will likely have to pay to obtain the loan

Inspection A home inspection is an examination of the condition of a home to 

identify any possible issues. Home inspections should be conducted 

by a licensed home inspector who has the training and certifications to 

perform such inspections

Private Mortgage Insurance PMI is insurance to protect the financial lender in case the borrower 

or purchaser defaults on the loan. It is usually required when less than 

20% down payment made

Real Estate Agent/Broker A professional who follows a code of ethics and provides knowledge 

of the process of buying and selling residential and commercial real 

estate including vacant property.  They have an understanding of the 

real estate market and the value of homes.  They can help you sell and 

purchase a home, negotiate the price and more.

Survey A surveyor will examine, define and record the area and features of 

your property and plot them on paper

Term The number of years you will take to pay back the loan

Title Legal evidence of a persons ownership rights in the property.

Title Insurance An Insurance policy that protects the lender and homeowner from any 

defects or encumbrances existing as of the date of purchased.
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WHAT DO YOU WANT AND NEED IN A HOME?
Looking for an existing new home or building a new one can be very exciting for you and your family.  Before you begin looking for the perfect 

property, you’ll need to determine what you need and want in your home.  Sometimes these decisions come easier with setting priorities. 

Using the list below, you can prioritize the things that are most important for you and your family.  You should also discuss this list with your real 

estate representative who can help you make the necessary decisions.
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Prioritize Want or Need Description

Existing Single-Family, multi-family, townhome, condominium or new construction

Style:  ranch, bi-level, split-level, three story, Victorian, colonial, modern, bungalow

Ideal Price

Lot Size / Acreage

Square feet

Age of home

Handicapped Accessible

Heat:  gas, electric, oil, pellet stove, fireplace, forced air, radiator, geothermal 

Central A/C

Garage

Basement:  finished or unfinished

Driveway – paved, gravel, circular

Parking needed

Fire Place

Bedrooms

Bathrooms

Solar

Landscaping, curb appeal

Kitchen preferences

Dining Room preferences

Kitchen appliances

Washer/Dryer

Additional rooms – office, craft room, play room, music room, library

Closet space

Deck

Patio

Yard:  fenced in, flat

Neighborhood

School District

Commute – how far to work, grocery, shopping, school, friends, gym, hospital, proximity to 

family, etc.

Homeowner Association or Condo Fees

Property Taxes

Repairs Needed
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WHERE TO LOOK TO BUY OR SELL A HOME?
Real estate brokers can provide you with the biggest bang for your buck. Only a real estate agent/broker can enter your listing on the multiple 

listing services (MLS) for enhanced visibility. Real estate agent/broker also study and understand the housing market, providing you with 

knowledge and experience and the 

Ability to provide you with valuable information to help your home sell fast; or to help you purchase a home within your price range that meets 

your needs. 

If you are looking at selling your home fast, staging and design experts can be helpful.

You can also search for available homes on websites, in newspapers, and in magazines.

PRACTICAL TIPS IN OBTAINING A HOME LOAN 

PROVIDED BY WALDEN SAVINGS BANK

Not sure where to start? For many homebuyers the thought of obtaining a home mortgage may seem intimidating, but it does not have to be:

 •  Start your research early

  o Choose your lender wisely as this will likely be a thirty-year relationship.  Most borrowers prefer to have local access to their  

     lender and choose to work with a lender that is knowledgeable about the local housing market.  Question your lender’s loan  

   servicing history.  Many lenders sell your loan after closing, which can lead to years of frustration. Community banks service the  

   loans they originate.

  o When choosing a lender make sure they 1) are experienced enough to ask the right questions; 2) provide several loan options  

   that fit your budget; 3) thoroughly explain the closing costs and documentation needed for your loan application.  Lack of   

   communication can result in delays, additional expense and possibly a loan declination.

 • Determine how much house you can afford – Obtain a trustworthy pre-qualification certificate

  o When completing a pre-qualification request, confirm with your lender that the income information provided is accurate and  

   documentable to underwriting guidelines.  Additionally, make sure the pre-qualification includes a credit check.  While you want  

   to limit the number of credit inquiries, it is essential to confirm your credit history and correct any issues or errors. 

  o Consider the prequalification process as a “dry run” of the final application. You will discover how much home you can afford,  

   based upon the home purchase price, loan amount and estimated property taxes.  Use this knowledge as a baseline.  Does the  

   proposed monthly payment fit into your budget and lifestyle?  Test it out by saving on a monthly basis the proposed payment  

   amount, minus your current housing expense.

 • Carefully weigh your loan program options

  o  Lenders offer many different loan programs.  Some which have a Fixed interest rate throughout the term of the loan.  Other  

   programs have a fixed interest rate for a set period which then begins adjusting periodically for the remainder of the term.    

   These programs are called Adjustable Rate Mortgages (ARMs).  The loan program you decide upon should be based upon many 

   factors, including the length of time you plan to stay in your home.  Choosing the right loan program based upon your goals can  

   save you a considerable sum.

 •  Deciding on a down payment

  o  Loans with a smaller down payment typically require mortgage insurance, a type of insurance required by lenders when the  

   loan-to-value exceeds 80%.  A larger down payment translates into a lower loan amount, a lower payment and by making a 20%  

   down payment, typically the elimination of mortgage insurance. (Example: $100,000 home purchase price with a $20,000 down  

   payment results in an $80,000 loan.  $80,000/$100,000 = 80% loan-to-value (LTV).
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  o If you do not have 20% to make as a down payment, DON’T DESPAIR, community banks have many programs that require

    only a 3% down payment.  They also offer certain loan programs that only require 15% as a down payment to eliminate   

   mortgage insurance.

 • When comparing lenders compare both interest rate and closing costs

  o Make sure all rate quotes are based on the same rate lock period. Your lender should explain the cost savings for any quotes  

   that include points (prepaid interest), a cost to essentially buy-down your interest rate.  Avoid lenders that charge additional fees  

   for general services that they provide, such as document preparation fee, underwriting fee, processing fee, etc.

Following these steps will demystify obtaining a home loan, save you money and ensure a smooth application process, enabling you to 

concentrate on the other exciting details involved with your new home.

COMMON QUESTIONS WHEN BUYING OR SELLING YOUR HOUSE

Q – How can I “count the cost” when buying a home?

A - The first step with any purchase, large or small, is count the cost. Can you afford the new home? 

When things go wrong (the loan payments cannot be made), people tend to look for someone to blame. “The loan officer told me I could afford 

the loan.”  There have been cases of people being approved for loans where the annual loan payments exceed the borrower’s yearly gross income. 

How could a reasonable person believe that they can afford such a loan?

For buyers, a good starting point is the amount of your current rent or mortgage payment.

 • Does your budget allow for a larger monthly payment? Should you be making a smaller monthly payment? 

 

 • How much cash can you afford to pay toward the purchase price and closing costs?

 • You will need to figure out how much of the purchase price you can pay in cash, while leaving yourself enough cash to pay   

  your closing costs and leaving yourself a “rainy day” fund, as well as how much you can afford to pay on a monthly basis for a  

  mortgage loan, property taxes, and insurance.

Once you have determined the monthly payment that you can afford and the amount of cash you will have available to pay toward the purchase 

price and closing costs, you can estimate how much you can afford to spend on a home. A real estate broker or mortgage broker/consultant can be 

helpful at this point.

Q – How can I “estimate the cost” when selling a home?

A - The first question to be answered is “why are you selling?” Do you have to sell (your job has been relocated) or are you just “testing the 

waters”? The answer to this first question will help you determine the answer to the second question, “what is your ‘bottom line’?”

A good starting point to determine your “bottom line” is a comparison of the estimated market value of your home and the amount owed on any 

mortgage(s). Are you “under water” (you owe more on your mortgage(s) than the house is worth)? To take it a step further and determine the net 

proceeds from the sale of your home, you will also need to consider the real estate agent’s commission, New York State Transfer Tax, judgments and 

liens against the property, and the Property Condition Disclosure Statement credit.

Real estate agent’s commission is generally negotiable and averages 5% to 6% of the gross sales price of your home.

The New York State Transfer Tax is $2.00 per $500.00 ($4.00 per $1,000.00) of gross sales price. Any money judgments filed against you in the 

County where your home is located and liens for unpaid taxes, etc. attach to your home, so they must also be paid at closing.

      



A seller of a home in the State of New York is required to provide the purchaser with a Property Condition Disclosure Statement or a $500.00 credit 

at closing. 

Finally, once you sell your home, where are you going to live? You generally will have to deliver your home vacant and broom clean at the time of 

closing (you and your belongings must be out of the home). Do you need to sell your home to buy a new one? Will you be renting? What happens if 

the sale of your home is delayed or terminated?

Q – Do I need an attorney when I buy or sell a home?

A - It is in your best interest and is recommended to buy or sell a home with the assistance of an attorney.

Buying a home is generally the largest single purchase you will make. You will likely finance 80% or more of the purchase price, committing yourself 

to making payments for 30 years. Selling your home can expose you to certain risks and unintended consequences. Since so much is at stake, you 

need to ask yourself: Can I afford to purchase or sell a home without the assistance of an attorney?

The following questions will help you determine whether you need the assistance of an attorney:

1. Can a seller be responsible to pay a real estate broker a commission or pay multiple brokers a commission when the home does not sell?

2. Can buyers lose their down payment if they do not get financing?

3. Are there any changes to the standard real estate contract used in New York that should be made to protect a buyer or seller?

4. Why should a buyer obtain title insurance?

5. What protection will a survey give me?

6. Should a seller give the buyer a Property Condition Disclosure Statement?

7. Are there limitations regarding changes or additions a buyer can make to the home after closing?

Q – When should I get a real estate attorney Involved in the transaction?

A - Whether buying or selling a home, you should get your attorney involved as soon as possible. You should explain to your attorney what you 

plan to do and ask how you can best accomplish your goal.  Before you sign a binder or mortgage commitment, it is in your best interest to have an 

attorney review these documents.

Attorney fees are minimal in comparison to the purchase of your home or property and the other costs associated with it, and using an attorney will 

provide the security of ensuring your closing will go smoothly.

Q – Can I be responsible to pay a real estate broker a commission or pay multiple brokers a commission if my house does not sell?

A - The general rule in New York is that a licensed real estate broker earns a commission when the broker produces a buyer that is ready, willing, 

and able to buy the house on the terms set by the seller. 

As an example, the current standard Greater Hudson Valley Multiple Listing Service Exclusive Right to Sell Listing Agreement provides as follows: 

“If during the period of this agreement or any extension thereof, a transfer, sale or exchange of the property is made, effected or agreed upon with 

anyone, the Owner agrees to pay the Broker a set commission based on a percentage of the selling price at the time the brokerage commission is 

earned.” 

It is in your best interest to seek out the counsel of an attorney to help determine in what situations you will be required to pay the commission.

Q – Can I lose my down payment if I do not get financing?

A - Maybe. It is possible to lose your down payment if you cannot obtain a loan to purchase the property. While many people say that a contract 

has a “mortgage contingency,” most contracts for the purchase of a home are only contingent on the buyer receiving a “mortgage commitment.” 

A mortgage commitment is an agreement by a lender to provide the buyer with a loan in a specified amount to purchase the home once certain 

conditions are met.
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Most contracts generally provide that once the mortgage loan commitment has been issued, the buyer assumes the risk that the conditions of

the commitment will be met and that the lender will actually fund or close the loan. The lender may not fund or close the loan for a variety of 

reasons, such as the buyer losing a source of income, the property not appraising for the contract price, or the buyer accumulating more debt 

after issuance of the mortgage commitment.  Seek the advice of an attorney to add in qualifying language to protect you in the event you are 

unable to obtain financing.

Q – Should I buy title insurance?

A - Yes.  It is strongly recommended that you purchase title insurance.  Title insurance protects the lender and the homeowner from past and future 

claims that may impact clean ownership of the home and property.

Title insurance protects you against losses from defects in the title to your property that occurred prior to you buying the property. The title 

company will confirm and insure that the seller is the legal owner of the property and that there are no liens or other claims against the property. 

Basically, the title company will insure that after the closing you own the property free of liens and encumbrances that are not specified in the title 

insurance policy. 

Title insurance does not insure that you can use the property in the way you intend, that your property does not have environmental issues, or that 

no one else can use your property.

The title policy will list as exceptions from coverage all of the covenants, conditions, restrictions, easements, or agreements found during the title 

search. These recorded documents will contain the limitations and obligations attached to the property. Obligations may include payment of fees to 

a homeowners association or for the maintenance of a private road.

Despite its limitations, title insurance is always recommended. It is a useful tool to help you know exactly what you are buying and the limitations 

and obligations that come with owning the property.

Q – Do I need a survey when I buy a house?

A - It is always a good decision to get a survey.  A survey reveals the layout of the property, boundaries, acreage, access to the property, location 

of visible utility lines, location of septic and well, driveway, house, deck, shed, stone walls, fences, and any other buildings located on the property.  

We typically recommend that our clients get a survey. You should consider asking the surveyor to install appropriate monumentation and stakes at 

the four corners of the property to help you locate the bounds of the property.

A survey should also answer the following questions:

 •  Is the driveway partially or wholly located on the neighboring property?
 

 •  While the property is located on a public road, is the access to the property (driveway) over an adjoining private driveway

    or private road?
 
 •  Is the property really on the waterfront or just water view?
 
 •  Are the well and septic fields located within the property boundaries?
 
 •  Are there any utility easements or utility lines that cross the property?
 
 •  Are the shed, fence, and pool located within the property boundaries?

 •  Who owns the tree that is shading the pool?

 •  Does the ATV trail or neighbor’s driveway cut across a portion of the property?

It is in your best interest to get all survey matters resolved prior to closing, when the hassle and expense of resolving any issues is 

someone else’s responsibility. 



CLOSING COST CHECKLIST

Congratulations!  You found a new home and now you are ready to close so you can receive the keys and move into 
your new residence.

When you go to your closing with your attorney, be sure you have an understanding of the fees you will need to pay. 

Below is a list of potential information you will need to know. 

Item Information

Location date and time of closing

Closing Disclosure

Bank Documents

Mortgage and Note

Deed and Transfer documents

Necessary funds needed to close

Closing Statement

Homeowners Insurance

Homeowner’s Association Fee if applicable

PMI Insurance

Title Insurance

Appraisal

Credit Report

Affidavit for smoke detectors

Property condition disclosure statement
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BUYING A HOME PROCESS:

Research your finances

Run your credit score

Decide how much you 

can afford

Search for loan options and 

obtain prequalification letter

Obtain a real estate agent

Begin house shopping

Obtain an attorney

Make an offer

Complete inspection/appraisal

Apply for mortgage

Obtain survey

Obtain title insurance

Conduct final walk through 

and/or create punchlist

Home closing and obtain keys

Move in

Post-closing tasks *

* change locks; update alarm system; change of address with post office; notify employers, schools, pharmacy, physicians, and friends of new 

address; change your address on voting records; meet your neighbors; and welcome home. 



This is not intended to be legal advice.  You should contact an attorney for advice regarding your specific situation.

Being a great firm for you is not just about drawing up legal documents or defending lawsuits. It is about creating 

relationships - being there when you need us, taking preventative measures to keep you safe, and acting like a true partner. 

CONTACT US FOR ALL YOUR LEGAL NEEDS. 

WORLD CLASS ATTORNEYS  •  HUDSON VALLEY ROOTS

JUST SOME OF OUR LEGAL PRACTICE AREAS:

 ALCOHOL BEVERAGE LAW 

 ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 

 BANKRUPTCY

 BUSINESS LAW 

 CANNABIS LAW

 CRIMINAL LAW 

 DIVORCE & FAMILY LAW 

 EMPLOYMENT LAW

 

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 

 EQUINE LAW 

 ESTATE PLANNING  

& ELDER LAW 

 IMMIGRATION LAW 

 LITIGATION SERVICES 

 MUNICIPAL LAW 

 NONPROFIT LAW 

 

 PERSONAL INJURY  

& CIVIL RIGHTS 

 PROPERTY TAX GRIEVANCE 

 RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL  

REAL ESTATE 

 SEXUAL HARASSMENT

 TAX PLANNING   

& COMPLIANCE 

 ZONING & PLANNING


